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THE ILO AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT

A, Background .. .. .,

More than one half of the working population of the world as a whole

is engaged in rural activities. In the developing countries the proportion

so engaged is as high as 80-90 per cent; in Africa it is well over 80 per

cant.

The vast majority of peoples in the developing countries' still depend

on agriculture for their livelihood more/than on any other occupation, and
yet the incomes in this sector are generally much lower than in other occupa

tions. While this is usually indicative of low productivity in agriculture,

caused try inefficient utilisation of both rural labour, land and capital

income distribution too is often.extremely unequal with a >mall minority

drawing a major share of rural income, mainly due.to the traditional agra

rian structure where most of the land is held lay -.a. small minority. More

disturbing still, all the evidence suggests that the difference.between

countries with high and those with"low agricultural productivity is widening

instead of narrowing; progress is thus least discernible where the needs are

most pressing. Pood production is not keeping pace with increases in domestic

consumption inflated each year by the population explosion. Low. rural incomes

also exercise a restraining influence on possible industrial scansion and the
gap between foreign exchange earned from primary commodities and that required

for the import of essential capital, consumer goods and,raw materials is
widening, accentuated by the. deteriorating terms of trade. t,The situation is
aggravated even further ty distinct trends towards levelling off of the flow

of capital to the developing,countries* . . . . .,

It is also well to remember that the rural sectors within these coun

tries which are economically speajfcing backward vis-a-vis the rest of the.

world are equally, and in some cases, more backward than the rest of these

countries, . ■ ; ..

The importance and pressing need for.rural developing cannot therefore

be over-estimated. It is being increasingly recognized that1 rural develop
ment programmes provide an important means of bringing into, the national .
economy segments of populations and an economic, sector which until now it

has been difficult either to absorb fully or to strengthen, and thereby

also of bringing a vast area of production and consumption from the subsist

ence to the market economy. This is true also of those indigenous and tribal
communities, including nomadic groups, which may in some instances- represent

an important potential for national economic growth but have so far remained

relatively isolated. *

It is besides recognized that success in industrialization cannot be.

ensured without parallel and vigorous action in the rural sector. Hence many

developing countries have now launched action programmes in the latter field

and are hopeful of receiving additional international assistance in support

ofv-them, not only to ensure the steady supply of food and raw materials but

also ,to raise rural incomes, so that additional purchasing power can be

created and domestic markets expanded-
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The African context

The African rural economy is still largely characterized by subsistence

production. Only a decade or so ago between 65 and 75 per cent of the total

cultivated area was devoted to subsistence crops and in several countries

more than three-fourths of total agricultural production for subsistence

purposes.

In such traditional societies the economic, social and institutional

factors are inseparable. This is illustrated by the fact that the traditional

society has a kind of built-in system of social security, every member being

able to depend on the group for support in case of adversity. For our purposes,

however, the most important aspect of the traditional institutions concerns

land tenure of which the group or communal tenures are the most prevalent

form. These tenures are gradually being replaced by other forms more appro

priate to economic and social progress. This trend is part of a profound

revolution now being experienced in Africa, characterized by the transition

from a subsistence to a monetary economy, the introduction of new farming

methods and techniques, the creation of settlement schemes as well as the

increasing population pressure on the limited land resources.

Whatever action is taken by African Governments to adapt existing tradi

tional tenures to the requirements of modern economic and social development

and to their particular national circumstances and political orientations,

must be carefully planned and fully adapted to the stage of social, cultural

and economic development reached in a given country.

In Africa, while there is an increasing pressure on land in some regions

within a country, there are at the same time uncultivated or insufficiently

cultivated areas in certain other regions, where modern agricultural systems

and new settlement centres could be set up. Aside from their contribution to

an increase in production and employment, such centres, if properly planned

and organized- could serve as a focal point for generating social, economic and

technological progress. They may also be particularly relevant to problems

of rural youth, since in the dynamic conditions of a new settlement area, not

only can physical planning be undertaken on a more flexible basis, but changes

in methods of work and life can be more easily accepted; the energy, enthusiasm

and aspirations of the youth could, therefore, be more easily harnessed in

such an atmosphere,

B. The ILO and rural development .

(i) The ILOTs concern with rural development

The ILO has concerned itself with various aspects of the rural sector

since its beginnings in the immediate post-First World War period. A sharp

increase in these activities was registered after the Second World War with

the expanding membership of the Organisation. The adoption by the International

Labour Conference in i960 of a resolution concerning the contribution of the

Organisation to the raising of incomes and living conditions in rural communi

ties, particularly in the developing countries, marked a significant turning



point. This resolution drew attention to the necessity for the ILO ("because

it to^lav T±t10/^ SyS!ematiC-^^^^e programme of- Activities enabling
that asnL^ ^l frt ™ tMS fi6ld' the Co»ference went ^^o recommend
thai;-a *Pe.c^l long-term programme of research and operational 'activities s
ffit «is+conne*ion; the program was ?o^ i&Iude "tulesanf
investigations ;Qf practical value to national or regional bodies in .bmiTlff
rural.development program.es-: as well as "increased^e^fca^fisistan^ ^

^he..ILO, along with other organizations"in the United Nations familv
confers rural development as an integrated ahd comprehendAfield of acti
^^rrand'o^^1011 °f a ^^ °f ^enCieS' « i-ludes^i a^ cand calls for a variety of measures and of activities designed

is in'the'fono^frerdsr"^1^1011 ^^.^^ <* —1 develops

^10^ Planning, promotion of employment and
n for employment .through training; • -'"■

(3) Providing an adequate institutional framework, including the

rl1?fO:°PeratiV: instituti°»s s-h as to contribt
wrk, including the

rtnl?a™f1t:Pa,tiV: instituti°»s. s-h as to contribute
to the :fqrmulation and effective implementation of rural develop-

t° -^ raObjlization °f "™& ^ material resources
::1^! °f "^X ld ** of rural

crafts°m°t:LOn °f sma^1"sca:Le enterprises, including modern handi-
in Tn^l^LT^A alS° °f tappin^ the vast resources'of manpower
in rural areas and of paving the way for industrialization;

(5) S^es^well °f agrarian ref0rm and c°nimmniiy! development pro-
protection

the folloS: °f aCti°n Parti°Ularly -eded to deal with these problems include

(a.) A careful techno-economic survey, including cost-return analysis
and; covering the various physical and economic factor?r^e^St

:i,:to rural development programmes, in a given areB or regicn-^r
1heTit^ ^ Ch—^^^fcs; of the;ian?S tne

area, the pattern of crop production and possible alternatives

iffx"fastrT'ure ra its dl^ y;
p pduction and possible alternatives

avifmmf x"fastrT'ure ra its de-l6P»>-^ possibility;
mint ifthP a. Pfai' PUbli0 aS WSH as Private, for invest-
and foreign- ' ^ marketi^ P^siMlitiea,; both domestic
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(b) A thorough assessment by country and by specific region within
individual countries of the present and future supply- and demand

situation regarding rural manpower, covering types and levels of

skills. Coupled with this there should be a detailed sociological

and institutional investigation covering the..conditions of life

and work in villages, the various institutional factors affecting

rural life, and the attitudes, aspirations-and motivations of the

rural population, especially of young people, and indicating

how far the existing situation corresponds to them. There should

also be a careful study of primary, secondary and vocational

education and training in rural areas, and its relation to the

assessed needs;

(c) The creation of employment opportunities, with special reference
to young people, such employment opportunities might be created

in a variety of ways:

(i). The development of agriculture, through better farming

methods and practices, diversification of crops and

livestock raising, improvement of soil fertility, land

reclamation and opening up new areas of cultivation, etc.

(ii) The mobilization of young people to carry out the infra-
structural developments needed to, promote rural develop

ment, including housing, community buildings, feeder roads,

deforestation and reafforestation, land reclamation and

irrigation, dam building, and the like;

(iii) The development of rural crafts, both utilitarian and

artistic, and of small-scale industries, in the light of

appropriate feasibility studies, and based on agricultural

and forest products or providing consumer goods to specific

areas j and

(iv) The decentralization of larger industrial units, wherever

this, is economically and technically feasible, especially

where the raw materials (minerals, forest and agricultural

products, etc.), come from the rural areas.

(d) The orientation of primary education to rural needs through the

introduction at an early stage of the teaching of elementary

courses in agricultural subjects and notions of useful manual

skills, coupled with prevocational training immediately, after

leaving primary school, and facilities for full vocational and

technical training directed to rural needs. The planning and

development of these educational and training activities need

to be carried out in the light of the assessment of manpower

availabilities and employment opportunities (see .(?>). and (c) above),
and should involve, wherever appropriate, not only the setting up

of additional facilities but also training or retraining and re-

orientatibn of primary school teachers to deal:with their new

duties;
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(e) The development, in the light of cost-benefit analysis and

■ other relevant considerations,'" as; appropriate, of social

■ ■ ■ programmes^ 'covering health serviced/ sanitation, nutrition
and housing, as an integral part of efforts devoted to raising

agricultural production "and pro'&uc'feivafy; and of a ^oj^d^inj^i^

tutional fraftework to support and-siistKin--rural development.

The latter might relate" to >edi-tsfr^-btit;rioii:"df:'"'owrLersKip of land,

■ consolidation of holdings,' rprbma¥ioti'':bf land settlement'schemes,

improvement in the cdnditioris V6'f;rte;n"anf farmers and similar

■ categories of workers and exparisi&h" df credit facilities; promo-

"tion of appropriate'puDlib1 aha[;-sWf-public sendees so that the '

needs and interests bf--ru-r^-ma^^sv:j-especially of the young

people, are duly- protected and"' ^h^'impbrtarieV and potentialities'
of rural development' taken intd rabfc6un^ in1 a'proper and systematic
manner; development of•voluntary1¥ural; associations and organisa

tions^ ' Including' co—operVfcivesy-WiW' a view 'to improving conditions
of work and life in rural areas and facilitate participation of

the rural population's, especially1 of the youhg!peoplef in the

■ development process?1 and:chahges in1 airfcrtu&es and' introduction.

' "■" ■■of new approaches1 tb; rural" ^SvitaHzWiW-'on*' "tK'e"::b3,sis, for

■ ■-■ example," of identifioatibnL:aridruse '6f* social! p'ro'mote'rs and
"animateursJ'.' ■ i-.^it^r;:- <:< r .- ■■: ;•-,<•.</.: - ■ ,■-■.:.;;; '■■ ■ ■ • ■ "' ■ _ ■

The ILCV wherfe approp'riUte^ln^cb-operatibh^wi'-th^b'ther agencies, has-

been active in many of these are'as through its hormal activities'-in manpower

and employment, small-scale industries^ management development and producti

vity, vocational training, labour 'cbnd-itio-ns and1"wages policy, and institutional

development including the(promotion of'■ popular participation in the development

process; such activities 'have either' been'undert'aK^n'witnin^he framework of.

projects covering the-country as-1 a whble but'with'an important 'rural' component

included in them, or exclusively for the rural sector. While pursuing theso

activities covering all sectors of the economy, the ILOf .it-n-esds.-to- be- added,

has also made some ^eparT-res in n*-.w or special directions concerned w^th the

rural sector. ■ The Andean Indian'' Programme in" South America,' -,,Thich is "based

on a comprehensive miilti—seoftbVal1 approach (covering' many of tho,'major fields

of interest of1 the ILO and : other-'igencies concerned with rural development)

is an example; similar methodsfhave been used'fin bonnexion with the Integra-^.

tion of nomadic and tribal groups| including refugees,' within the fra^swo-i-

of rural development programmes in the Congo'(Kinshasa) and Burundi, respec

tively, and in the Sahillen nomadic regions- Among the ILO's more recent

activities, mention may be made'of integrated rural development projects

with emphasis on employment promotion, youth mobilization schemes, including

infrastructural development through;improved labour-intensive methods and

prevocational training projects.

(ii) General objectives of ILO action

In general terms, the ILO is engaged in three types of activity. Firstly,

it is engaged in setting up international labour standards for the social :

protection of workers of all types and in advising'and assisting governments

in their efforts to adapt their social legislation to these standards,
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Of some -relevance to African countries is the 1958 Plantation Workers

Convention, for example, which sets down guidelines for the protection of

workers on plantations and which has been ''ratified by some African States.

Secondly, there are its research activities. .This is an area which

deserves special attention in the context of Africa; where following African

independence, it was necessary for. the office to do considerable fact finding

and research in order to prepare it to meet the challenge of African develop

ment. In I960 and 1962, general surveys in North Africa and Africa south of

the Sahara, .respectively, were published and were followed by more detailed

surveys into specific problems -of; rural development such as those related

to the problems of tribal structure, communal tenure, conditions of plantation

workers, rural employment and-training. More recently, attention has been

given to research in depth of various institutional aspects of rural develop

ment. Much of the research is essentially action-oriented and designed to

ensure that the ILO technical assistance would yield the desired results.

Other studies include one related to the general theme of social parti

cipation in development and dealing with the impact on participation of rural

development programmes; another dealt with '^animation rurale" in French-

speaking African countries, with particular emphasis on its impact on rural

institutions and including a comparison with community development programmes

in English-speaking African countries. It is hoped that this study will be

of assistance to all African countries, indeed to all developing countries,

in their search for the most appropriate approaches to rural development.

These studies are directed not only to enabling the ILO to fulfil its -

function of analysing problems and diffusing information on ,them, but also: >

to enable it to carry out more effectively its operational programme.;1 This

brings us to the third general area of the ILO activity. ■

Operational activities

Operational activities in the rural sector have been' based on and are

closely related to other activities of the-office;:thusIthe resolution

unanimously adopted by the Conference in i960-set the■stage for expanded

operational activities in the rural field in generalt- while in specific

fields, such as rural vocational training-, co-*operative development, rural

employment and agrarian reform; for example,, technical assistance has been

a logical sequel to the standards.and'-resolutions adopted by the Conference

in recent years. Similarly, the research work of the office'both draws on

and has prepared the way for operational activities and has served as a basis

for the formulation of policy for the future. ,

Several projects under way or proposed in the coining years may be consi

dered largely as pilot projects designed to test new. approaches 3fid new methods

of rural development. This is true of the rural employment project in Nigeria,

of the rural development project in Chad, and of the project now being imple

mented in Congo (Brazzaville) and dejigned to promote general rural rehabili
tation especially among young people. This is also true of zonal rural
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development project? to be supported by.;the,UNI)P Special Fund which

consist of.a comprehensive and inter-dis.cripiinary attack on the most pressing.

problems prevailing in a given zone in'99j3nte.es which are. prepared.'to. give. .

full support,to such an intensive application of technical assistance..

In other ways. tocy the TLO'is constantly testing new approaches and

introducing innovations in its activities in the rural field. Efforts are

being made to identify various types of non-conventional forms.of rural .

institutions,.'especially those, of a co-operative nature, which may be most

appropriate for^'.the.conditions of developing .countries, rather than attempting

rigidly to promote institutions .which have"been; found,to be successful'uh^er^

the conditions' prevailing..;i.n developed countries. Similarly, the introductid^i
of appropriate forms of. social.insurance to cover rural populations'may very. '

well require modifications to the more classic type of social security schemes

which have been developed in the advanced countries. The same is true c£

vocational training in rural areas and to the problems of rural manpower and

employment. : , ... ,■-■■

The primary objectives of the, ILO activities in rural development are

to ensure, in. collaboration with, other agencies, that rural workers partici

pate fully in the process, ;of development and that they benefit from such

progress. To this end', the ILO programmes provide assistance to member

States in: . ....,..■■

(a) : Taking appropriate, measures for- the expansion of employment

opportunities, in rural areas and /the training of workers for

-.. such employment, in agricultural (including forestry) as well .
. as in non-agricultural occupations; such measures should also,

where appropriate, facilitate, the,'orientation of workers towards,

and their preparation for, urban occupations;

(b) Ensuring that efforts with respect to jrur'al development have

an adequate institutional base, f.QrmedJ.6f' both public and non-

public institutions, and that the necessary personnel to staff

th^se. institutions.is.available;

(o) Promoting the social protection of all cWtegories of rural
workers, so as to provide adequate living and working conditions

commensurate with standards of social justice, the dignity of

... man and social progress.

■Illustrations.of the activities in some of these fields follow.

(iii) Selected fields of the ILO activities

Rural employment ". . .;

Particular attention has been devoted by the ILO to the many-sided

aspects of rural employment problems in.developing countries, though the

action undertaken was first of ah experimental nature"and on a rather modest

scale compared with'the,magnitude"and urgency of the problems. It was con

sidered that before large-scale practical operations were initiated in the field.
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a careful assessment of the major-1.features of, the problem was, essential..

Such an assessment was not,only designed,-to obtain a better-know-ledge and;

landerstanding of rural'employment problems in general, but was also meant

to provide the necessary factual basis on which the ILO could effectively

plan and implement a suitable programme of action responding to immediate

and long-term needs, ; :. ■ ■■ ■ ;■ ■.; ■. . ■ , ... ■■■■.,■■;,-■

In the African context, the particular problem has. been the lack of. . J .

reliable information on the current patterns and levels of rural employment .

and, more particularly/ regarding the nature, causes and extent of rural,; ;

underemployment. Systematic field studies have been undertaken, or axe .",<

still'in process,1 and u,re: primarily conoerned .with the qualitative aspepts

of the problem in or"der to provide a solid basis for the formulation rof

appropriate policy measures. " *<■:.-•<•• '■ :; ' ■., .= : ,

In the context of Africa and as part of the World Employment Programme,

a proposal is being submitted to the African Regional Conference later this

year.for the launching of an African-jobsiand-skills-programme,,,using tech

niques appropriate to the particular situations prevailing in the region to

assist governments irt creating additionai employment opportunities and in ,

providing the necessary skills for thevwoTkers" require^. : . ■■ -:

Rural training

For many years the ILO has developed practical programmes, based on a

continuous study of the projected' demandr.f^r skilled manpower and training

activities necessary to satisfy these1 needs aftd.on an analysis and critical

evaluation of the situation iri.1 rural* areas: in the, member countries. Current

training programmes are designed" for fche following groups of rural workers:

- young adults and farmers who-are given training in modern, crop ,

methods during an agricultural season: so as-to. serve as examples

upon1 returning to their villages^ : :-. . , ■ .-■- ■ • . '.,;/ ■

- artisans who are taught to improve their tools and operational

movements and young people who receive intensive-training to ■'.-.

become specialized rural artisans in accordance with employment

possibilities? '■ ' ■' ■ ■■-":•. :-■:.■ -, .-;"■:_ ..

- skilled workers who are given an advanced technical training in

their specialisation, workers who are trained in certain specific

crops, in stock farming or in the usage and maintenance of special

agricultural tools or ik

rural youth having terminated primary school and g^jp

tural occupations, who are given prevocational training in centres
created'for" this^p-urpose;-1 ■ r '" ■■•■ ■ -■■■' ' ■■ ■ ". ■ ' ■

girls and young women who receive- basic instruction in home econo

mics and agriculture (animal, raising, :gar.dening. etc.) (programmes
often in collaboration with other, organizations).; ■
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-forest workers who:are taught' in short courses to use modern

machines: motor saws, haulage devices, etc. ; . ■ i ■

These training programmes can be combined in a single project. Others

can be conceived as needed, for example in the creation of rural work camps

or in some handicraft specialisations.

■ .■ ■ ■ -. ■.' '"■ i .■■-■ ■ '

Research studies are carried out by the appropriate service in head

quarters to keep aloreast,of developments in methodology, and to ada^t teaching

techniques toinew*situations.- Each teaching unit combines theory with

prao*ic'al.''application.- The necessary modifications invprogrammes are made

to adjust to the agricultural cycle and to available personnel and financial

resources. Finally, all the class curricula include a general education

component, often as part of an adult literacy programme.

The training programme is generally carried out in two stages:

- an initial stage in which the ILO utilises its own resources, often

with the assistance of: other organizations such as UNICEF;

r:—.a long-term activity for establishing,the training centres1and for

■ training instructors in accordance with a precise schedule and in

Collaboration with the requesting government. This stage is financed

: "by :the UNDP, or through bilateral programmes, often-assisted by the

WQfl.d:;Po:od -Programme and UNIGEF. ■

Possibilities for collaboration among the ILO, UNESCO and FAO have

been defined;inJan aide-memoire signed on 3 May 1968 by the three Directors-

General. .This collaboration is based on the principle of joint responsibility

towards member governments in the planning of a system of education and

agricultural tr&inihg. Since the education and'trainittg programmes of the

three Organizarfesis are complementary, each organization can and must contri

bute in its own specialized area to the rural development of the member

countries. Programmes are presently being implemented with UNESCO (creation

of practical rul?al training centres in Mali) and with PAO (rural vocational

training1 projec-fc)^ The application of the provisions contained in the aide-
memoire will surely lead to more successful inter-agency collaboration and

additional inter-organizational joint programmes.

Co-operatives

In view of its wide social and economic potentialities, ^nd since it

provides an effective means.of co-ordinating self-help methods with govern

ment efforts, increasing reliance is being placed on co-operative organiza

tion to further rural development inv.raany countries. They are of particular

importance where rural development schemes ley 'special emphasis on harnessing

local skills and talents and mobilizing local resources. To accelerate rural

development through co-operative action, the ILO has for many years assisted

a number^f, developing countries - in' Africa particularly - in promoting

co-operative institutions- and strengthening of existing oriesV Very recently,
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the ILO has formulated a new approach emphasizing a more comprehensive approach

involving the establishment of co-operative and rural development institutions

for training, research and operational activities, A typical project of this
nature has a three-fold objective:

(a) To advise the government in its efforts to promote co-operatives
and rural development generally;

(b) To conduct research, carry out field investigations and train
personnel, both official and non-official, concerned with co

operative and rural development activities, at various levels;

and

(c) To assist in practical action programmes at the field level,
^especially in selected areas on a "pilot project" basis.

Integration and sedentarisation of nomadic populations

In order to deal with the economic and social changes at present taking

place in regions inhabited by nomadic populations and the problems they raise

for the countries concerned, the agencies of the United Nations family have

carried out a number of research and practical activities with a view to

promoting the advancement of such populations and their integration into the

national life. Inter-agency collaboration has been found essential for the

problems of nomadic groups cover a wide field in socio-cultural, economic and

technical, and action in one direction requires action in another if the

natural: equilibrium of the whole structure is not to be disturbed. Needless

to say, no one approach can be used for general application; action must be

adapted to the particular condition prevailing in a given area.

Among the more important types of activities which the ILO undertakes

in co-operation with other agencies, with a view to ensuring a balanced

economic and social development of 'such populations are:

(a) The establishment of suitable institutional arrangements and
the creation of an appropriate national co-ordinating machinery
to deal with nomadic affairs; ' ■ r

(b) The promotion of new employment opportunities in agricultural
and rural craft occupations; ._ ...™.....:„:....

(c) The improvement of traditional livestock activities and of
the milieu in which nomads live and work;

(d) A study of the social aspects of land reform and introduction,
where appropriate, of programmes for the sedentarisation of'

nomadic populations; ■

(e) The formulation and implementation of training programmes
adapted to the special conditions of nomads;
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(f) Continuing research on various institutional, social and
economic problems of nomadic groups;

(g) Convening -jecnnvjal, meetings for the discussion of problems
of nomadic groups. ; ■

Handicrafts and small enterprises development

The benefits which arise from a widely dispersed small enterprise
development programme-, particularly in halting the drift from the rural to
the urban areas, are readily apparent Small enterprises tend to economies
on scarce capital and skill resources while making fuller use of the available
labour supply. Hence governments:are .becoming increasingly aware of the need
to design programmes and policies'whicn" will fbster'The development of small
firms and enable them to satisfy the expanding export and domestic market for
a wide range of products and services.

To meet.the demand for technical assistance in this area, the ILO is
pursuing a programme which includes: . .-.,. > ..■■■■-■■

(a) Creating remunerative employment through-assisting enterprises
m the establishment of new, and the expansion of existing
enterprises; . . .. . . - . . .-.-.,-

(b) Maintaining employment levels through partial modernization of
manufacturing processes or by other means that delay the trans
formation of traditional labour-intensive processes, e.g.
appropriate technology,, without losing sight of the urgent need
for rapid economic growth and steady social progress?

(c) Facilitating the transition from a traditional to a modern work
environment, ty- reducing social tensions and hardship resulting
from rapid etnr^ural changes, and promoting the social and
occupational adaptation/required for economic development through
appropriate management and operative training and extensive
services.

In pursuing these objectives, the ILO maintains close co-ordination with
its activities in the fields of rural development and youth regional'plans
for human resources development, e.g., the World Employment Programme, provide
the framework within which the small-enterprise programme will progressively

Technical co-operation activities directed to these objectives provide:

(a) Assistance in the formulation' and, : as appropriate, the implementa
tion of public policies and programmes designed to promote the

.. transformation of traditional to modern manufacturing and servicing
activities m so far as they are carried out on a small-scale;
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(b) Assistance in the development ofr a comprehensive system of

promotional and supporting services aimed at modernizing existing,

and introducing new handicrafts, the promotion of artistic crafts

?n support of the tourist trade and for export, and the development

of modern servicing crafts in general support o industrialization;

(«) With special reference to small-scale factory enterprises, in

creasing emphasis on-the identification and training of-entre

preneurs-and the encburagemeht of all forms of. inter--firm co

operation. '■ .'. ' "" ,7 ,'"'.' '

. (iv).. Integrated approach to rural' development

Comprehensive projects " ':' "■"'" ' . ; ; ; .

There is now a marked tendency not only within the ILO, but also among

the United Nations family of organization^,' to' consider rural development

as requiring essentially an integrated and' interdisciplinary approach. For

the very nature of the process of rural development and the size of the

problem of'prompting economic and; social''^progress in rural areas requires

that action "be taken on several fronts at Once. * This has indeed been the

principle of the ILO action during the last twenty years or so. It is,

besides, basic in the conception of the World Employment Programme with .
respect to th£: development of human resources and the necessity of estab

lishing close: links between employment and training. It is likewise clear

that the latter two fields Of activity will not attain their basic objective

unless they'are; supported "by institutional measures as well as direct action

taken to improve conditions of life and work of all those engaged in rural

pursuits, whether in agriculture or in other occupations.

This same integratedapproach is relevant to technical co-operation*

To an increasing extent ,the1 1LQ; technical co-operation activities "with
respect to rural develo~priisn;t will take the form of contributions1 to multi-
sectoral and fully■comprehensive rural development projects in fields within

its competence, in the promotion and implementation of which;the tWDP/Special

Fund hanshovn.increasing interest. .. : . ;

The niulti-sect'orai approach requires effective cd-ordination of physical
resources 'deveiopinent ''activities with those conc^rried with .the1 development :of-

hufliari resources and institutional arrangements, "so that through a continuous

inter-action of these activities, maximum returns could be derived from the

funds and efforts deployed. There, are many^physical resource development

projects in the rural or semi-rural areas (eVg.,'! exploitation of mineral
resources, development of ports and.harbours) involving substantial capital

expenditures, which could, be utilised as the mairi >ase for launching more
comprehensive rural development schemes, due em^ha^is "being placed on insti
tutional andlhumair resources development. : Conversely, it would be feasible

to link some"of the more successful projects 'in !the fields of human resource
and institutional development with those concerned with the development of

physical resources in the same region within the framework of a new comprehen

sive programme.
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An essential purpose of comprehensive projects would be to assist,

governments Mn'meeting the target's set in the plan with resp^ept to improved

production in "t^e" rural sector, the fight against unemployment and under

employment,' an increase in' social' services, %the provision, of.the; necessary

institutions; facilities and equipment,fdr already settled rural areas or

for new communities,; and the_infrajtruc-fcure which is indispensable for

any form "6'f" jieyelbpioeni.. Of .major, inip.orVanoe ia. training at all- levels

and' partibularly for co-^operatiye officials" and members, rural promoters,

^armers_f artisans, intermed,iate level -technical personnel and aj,l those at
the local;; levelTwlip assume the supervisory ^and administrative responsibility

for ihe,'im|)iemehtat^pn bi1,-the programmes* .".". . . .., ,; ,. ■ ■» .

A comprehensive rural, development project inl Africa involving the

participation of several international agencies was launched in Congo

(Brazzaville), in. 19.68. _ It is directed to the modernization, pf rural life
in the .fifth economic region of the Congo to which end .the Government is

being assisted in; formulating, and. implementing a compr^jtiens^ye.-programme of

activities; .'. r " _. '..."'', "■'■ ""■•'- ..'"■'.. -■ :- ■ .". .-...- -f: --!>,-ru-.

Regional advisers'. ];.'.'.".,._.!„,.,.."^\[,..'rI „'..*' r..-^" ■■ - : •■'■ -■■■--: r- r^r -■■;■

An essential feature of 'rural' aevelopment "is that tHe approaches and

measures taken need to be adapted to the economic, social and cultural con

ditions of the countries concerned. And in order to ensure that rural

development in each region is co-ordinated and conceived in an integrated

manner, regional advisers have been assigned to each of the regions so that

the formulation of programmes in matters of rural development will, to an

increasing extent, be decided at the field level. Among the functions of

these regional advisers is the development of a common philosophy and joint

programmes of work with their counterparts of other agencies in the United

Nations family and of other regional organizations. While the basic prob

lems of rural development are largely the same throughout the world, so that

the general objectives of the ILO programme remain universally valid, there

are differences of priorities between the regions. In Africa, for instance,

the emphasis will continue to be o.i building up the basic institutional

framework for development, including the proruotion of appropriate types of

co-operative institutions, and on basic training in various types of rural and

agricultural skills so as to speed up the process of modernisation of the rural

sector.

(v) Lessons to be drawn from the ILO experience

The experience of the ILO, and of various other agencies, in the opera

tional activities in the rural field has underscored the need for applying

certain principles or new approaches to enhance the impact and effectiveness

of these activities,

(i) While the urgency and characteristics of the problems in the
rural sector call for special attention, it is essential that the

rural programmes be planned and implemented within the framework

of an overall national development plan, and not in isolation.

Rural programmes, thus conceived, might be regarded as a means

of achieving rural-urban integration within the context of the

national development process;
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(ii) Sectoral abtion^dr activities in the various specialized
fields, serve a useful purpose when they are designed, to

meet certain, specific objectives., clearly defined, in advance

in the light of the actual or anticipated progress in other. .[ .

..related sectors', so that the problem of, imbalance, at. least

. of a long-term niMive, oculd be 'avoided. However, given

the fact that rural problems are both complex and interdependent

and that specialized action may create a series of chain reactions

running through the whole structure of' the rural community, it

may be more useful and effective in appropriate circumstances

if international activities in'this field could be conceived

from the beginning on a comprehensive, multi-sectoral basis,

involving concerted national and international action;..

(iii) In view of the past neglect, within the framework, of UNDP '
assistance, of those aspects'inhibiting the full impact of .

such assistance, special attention needs to be given, partis

cularly in connexion with planning of the new comprehensive

type of projects, to the basic social and institutional pre

requisites and to the need for human resources development— -■--'■

alongside the physical resources aspects.
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SELECTED PROJECT DESCRIPTIONS

The Andean Indian

UNDP/TA jandJZP ■, i;.-i jjrii\

The Andean Indian Programme, which aims at improving the living standards
of the Indians of the high plateau aftfee 4^eB,> facilitating at the same time

their integration into thenaxionai economic an<l social life of.the countries
concerned, was started in 1954 in .selected ar^asf.,on: a modest and experimental
basis, in Peru, Bolivia .and;Ecuador*--.The pos&tiveoimpact of its early activi

ties led four other counixries o± the^region - Argentina, Chile, Colombia and
Venezuela' -^ to initiate, similar activities: today, thesis not a single
South American country :with an Andean^apulatioa;'which |dp<?s not participate
in the work of the AIP. Furthermore/thefGovernment-of^Guatemala has recently

expressed a keen interest in launching m amMtiousIpTojept in the field of
integration and rural developmen^[^OMgr*fee lines of^e.AIP. The experience .

of the Programme has also arQused.inter§st,.in initiating!similar activities

to deal with analogous problems-jn;oth@i?rre.gions. , -:

■:. L(V

During its thirteen years of operation, the AIP has also served^as a
"breeder project" in the countries concerned in a two-fold sense: first,
the activities,which - as already noted - started primarily on an experimental
basis, have now beenq4i^egr^e,dr^^.Oficth.e:rlpngr-terqi-,nat-»OBal- .development plans

and programme of tH'e" co^rTesT secondly," metHblTs -afiT-acrivifles developed
under the AIP are Lbe.3,ngr,extended ^9,^; non-indigenOA^s cpmmuiaitie.s- ,in,ot-^er

rural areas of-tfoese:,pountrieev TJier^Bt^blisfament and/or, expansion: of.-*nj.-- :-
following national piansE;,or prpgramme%, provide riasignii^antvindication;- pf!:j:,...

'the improvement "breeder1! eff^e&t.pf ,^e; AIP. at-.the,,na^ipnal level: Bolfvia. ^r;:
Plan Nacional de Desarrollo SuraU-lf^v^E^uador, -;; Programa Nacional de, Desar-,,
rollo Rural - Integracib^del; C«)vesinp: a. -la,.j\rida>lilacional, 1961; Peru-
Proyecto para el DesarrollOT[,y:^n^t«gjnaQi^n 4ef.la.i Po33la,c.i6n Indigenes, 196lr ; rP
Argentina - Plan Andino de Jujuy, 1962; ChU& -^Pro^raffia Andino de Anea, ,,,;, .-

1961; Colombia - programma Andino de la Cauca, 1961; and Venezuela - Programria

Andino de la Guajara-jrjji^j^^t --c f - '

The AIP, in which, in addition to the ILO, four international agencies -

United Nations (includiM^^^^'' ?^i^r;^?^: ™E?00' HH?.:",are-iiarticipat"
ing, is also an example off>jhcfieithePte^ftfiical assistance, pre-investment and
investment activities could be successfully linked up. The international

activities under the"Programme; .were 'originally initiated under'the ERTA and the

regular budgets of "the~ agencies cioncetmed; some of the Programme: activitie-s
have later benefited frdw Speciai!"Puna^ssistance, and further possibilities

have now been opened up" for a[adit!ional Special Fund projects being initiated
in support of the Programme-acrtivit^sv^/Melanwhile, Substantial investment.-

funds have also beer, made1 avaia-atole ^byuthe Inter-Amer-rcan Development^ Bank .-,

to the Governments of-Peru (tea^illionO, Kcuador ($1.8 million) and Bolivia
($1.5 million) in support of many,, o£> theise: activities, and the Government: ofr -
Ecuador is now in the' process.<-o^TSego.tiJa*i*ig' an additional arid much bigger;: ;■:

loan with a view to further ;ex^ansux5h; of;^tfiese and other related activities.
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The Programme has also benefited from financial and material contribu

tions from bilateral sources. Ten Governments (those of Belgium, Prance,

Denmark, Federal Republic of Germany, Mexico,. Norway, Sweden, Switzerland,
the United Kingdom and the United States of America) and many non-governmental

organizations have made contritions rang^^ aid to schools,

workshops, clinics as -■-'■■71 as the relat¥d;€(^_ii5i6h't'"and"'supplies.

In its early years, the Programme had largely been managed and supported

ty the international agencies, "but with the gradual, devolution of responsibility

to the national authorities and'the training of national personnel by the agency

experts, the situation has now almost radically changed* <The fact that the , .

Programme has been integrated into the national development plans, and national

administrations and budgets has,., besides.ensuring continuity-of action, largely

contributed to the solution of the problem of counterpart-support in-terms of .-.
funds, personnel and general administrative services.. .Thus, for example.,,"out .

of about $12 millionjinvested in 1966 in the integration plans of the countries
concerned, $3,9 million came frOmnational budgets. National personnel re:

sible for the implementation of these plans reached the figure of 1,772.in, .,
1966, of whom 81 had supervisory functions, 1,173 were engaged in technical. ■
and 282 in administrative capacities, while 236 were in transport and general
service categories.

."' :" CONGO, Braggavlile: rural recofts.'tructioh -tINDP/SF' ,-:■ .: :

The purpose of'thife'project is to, improve conditions of life and work ■■■,
of the rural population' of pilot areas, through the increase: of agricultural;;-

production, the settingup of appropriate rural institutions and the better -,

utilization of local manpower and ^routh; the. formulation - and implementation;.:
of a method of multi-sectoral development likely to be" applied later to-,.o-

areas of the country or'to the bouhtry as a: whole; andrto,consolddate and

stimulate a regional- co-ordination development committeey- as well as; all

other services supporting the project. -.-■.; -.,:■ , : -.-. .. . : .-

The project is expected; to be operational by the r-tijird -guarter of "t5

WESTERN NIGERIA: Pilot project for rural employment ■■ - ;

r promotion - RP and UNDP/SF NIR-36 "—"

The Government of the Western State of Nigeria has given urgent attenticr.
to finding suitable employment opportunities in the rural areas for the \

growing numtier of underemployed and unemployed, especially sehool-ieayers,,.who
migrate :"to the cities where alre^y job opportunities are very scarce- TIio

Government, requested in I964 1<he fcollaboratiqn of the ILQ in working out
suitable methods for: tackling the unemployment problems within the rural,

areas* TTheXLO assigned under ,its Regular Programme a seven-man team to

help in planning and-implementing.a pilot project for rural employment
promotion in the Western .State of Nigeria. ; The problems have been studied

in depth in a selected pilot area of,the three district.councils of Ifo,
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Illaro and Otta in the E^ba-Egbado Di'visiohv11 These three districts had an

estimated total population off 138;O0O1at<Wi&%9G6t- and about one-fifth of

this population reside in the three' r'ur^al'tbWhs-of the area.

As a result of multi-sectoral'' su:rve>y^/ta-policy of rural development,

based on increasing productivity in farming and small-scale enterprises was

proposed as being the most effective way1 "tb^J"£ncli^a'sef employmetit opportunities

and spread the attraction of development' Wr'uraT' 3re'"asY";'These proposals

were formulated into a request by the Government to the UNDF Special Fund

for a vigorous and concentrated pilot project with programmes in farming,

small-scale enterprises-In wood,1 metal and building cdhst'rucstion work and

for the improvement of■ rural roads", as well as pVevdc&ti^nal; training for

unemployed school-leavers in1 the area- The SF project" is expected to start

in the middle of 1969t and will be in two phases, one of lj- years followed

conditionally toy a' 3J" year' phase; on successful trends in the: first phaseo

The project calls for a project manageri 7 experts' and 3 instructors in the

first phase, with Government counterpart" and supporting staff at all levels.

Results from the project: will be fed into Government" policy^and develop

ment plans so that they can be applied on a State-wide basis.

7 "Other international agencies ar'e collaborating in the implementation of

this SF project: two expert posts in the field of agriculture have been

subcontracted to the FAO; UNICEF will probably contribute to the financing

of-equipment for'prevoeational training purposes; UNESCO- has offered their

assistance for an adult'literacy component to be included in the second

phase of the project. '■:■:■: r:;--en-- '■■■■■ ' '''■■'■' ■■' "t ■■■■■■■■ : \ ' !- '

CAMEROON: ^Centre for the development of

"* — UNSF/SF ~ 7r~

The purpose of the'iproiect, the: duration of '^rhich is 5 years, is to

assist the Government of Cameroon in .providing the 'technical services, train

ing the personnel, and undertaking the studies necessary to!permit the conso

lidation and expansion of co-operatives, as a means of increasing agricultural

productivity and promoting rural development.

A centre for the development of co-operative and similar enterprises

(CDEC) will be established in Yaounde, the federal capital. "Trie centre will
have three technical divisions': '■'■'' ;i : .

(a) An operational division which will advise and give practical .
■ assistance to existing co-operatives, will help establish.new

co-operatives and will co-ordinate ther activities of primary

co-operatives and unions of co-operatives within the various

sectors of the economy, and also between the two federate

States;
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(b) A research division which will undertake applied studies on
such questions'as co-operative^creditt economic feasibility

studies for specific co-operative enterprises, the establish

ment of new co-operatives; administrative control; and will

gather all needed statistics! and ■

(c) A training division which will be responsible for the training
of all necessary co-operative staff and government personnel
including:

(i) Assistant co-operative officers, themselves to be ..'":■
utlimately.responsible for the decentralized training of

village-level co-operative managers;

(ii) Instructors for the existing co-operative training centre
.--.■ : at Ebolown in Eastern Cameroon and one to be established

by the project at Bambui in Western Cameroon;

■ (iii) Government co-operative inspectors;

(iv) Managers, book-keepers and other personnel of co-operatives.
The emphasis will be placed on the training of village-level
co-operative personneli

The various training courses for the above categories of personnel will
include general and specialized courses lasting 6 to 18 months in the two

schools of Ebolowa for Eastern Cameroon and Bambui for Western Cameroon; it is

expected that by the end of the project period over 1,000 co-operative staff

as well as 250 personnel of the government services responsible for assistance

to the co-operative sector will have received training'jor .refresher courses.

In addition, there wili be periodical specialized refresher courses for
higher level administrative staff to "be given in Yaounde, and short courses
at Ebolowa and Bambui for co-operative managers and other executive personnel.
Instruction will be in French at Ebolowa, in English at Barabui, and in both
languages at Younde.

Particular attention will be paid to integrating assistance to co
operatives with other services concerned in rural development, especially

the agricultural extension and credit-services. By intensifying government

assistance to co-operative enterprises at the village level, the project

ultimately aims at providing the structure and incentives needed to ensure

active popular participation in the national development effort. These
improved co-operative structures are expected to provide adequate channels
for the introduction of more modern methods or production, marketing and
distribution and, as a result, bring about significant increases in the income
of the rural population. ■ -.■,-■:

To implement this project, the IMP (Special Fund) will provide 36^ man/-

years of expert and consultant services in the following fields: co-operative

development, co-operative organization and management, co-operative inspection
and finance, survey and research and agricultural extension. Study tours or
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fellowships will be provided. Teaching equipment for the; two schools and
vehicles will be/made available". Part of the■ UNDP (Special Fund) contri

bution will be applied by the Participating and Executing-Agency to purchase
agricultural materials to be used for direct help to the co-operative members,
oh the-basis of lokns reimbursable to the co-operatives. ' ■' "■

The project has been approved for implementation by the Governing Council
of the Special Fund in January 1968, with a total contribution of slightly more
than $1 million -'with the'IL0:as the Executing Agency.

'_':"l.:{':. / "i; SAUDI ARABIA: Co-operative development
f ;J l V ;.'"■.'.■ ": UHDP/TA RP TE

: ^-~The ltd assistance in the1field of co-operatives was first requested in
1963 to make a survey of conditions pertaining to co-operative development with
special reference to the; country's community and rural development programme,
since co-operatives had-Miret been-^et up in community development project
areas with the help of social workers. The expert was required to prepare a
programme outline for co-operative development, set up a co-operative depart

ment and train the official's1 necessary to run it, as well as to'undertake
general co-operative training and education. r .' "■ ;- '

■ ■■'"^-The; eipert^has (to date^worked out a joint programme of Action with the
United Nations'Community Development expert, so that both prbijecjs.'should
mutually reinforce each other,' thus giving maximum results'; ^Th&'co-operative
xexpert;has;; trained co-operative organizers who have been1 assigned1 to community
development project areas to undertake co-operative development'within the
frafflewOr^ of community development. He has reorganized'existing co-operatives,
createdrsitaple-Multi-pu3^bse co-operatives for purchasih^^gr'icul'turai require
ments and fSr1 the prdviiiori of1 credit. He has persuaded-iheWall^artisans
and tradesmen in the Riyadh area to pool together their resources and^et up
an industrial estate for the purpose of giving vocational training. He has
persuaded (with the help of women social workers in the community development
areas) the w6.men of &ddah and Mecca to form a co-operative-goeiety for
tailoring and sewing, as well as for undertaking adult-literacy classes.

Survey of the conditions of work-and life

1 of plantation workers {RP)""^ i: ■-

- ■ This survey, carried out to give effect to a resolution adopted by the
International Labour Conference in 1958,. was intended to increa&e.. the under
standing of the problems connected with the economy of plantations arid'to
assist the International Labour Office in undertaking technical assistance
activities with a view to improving the conditions of work and life of
plantation workers. T ' -..-,, ; .: ,■'■
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Three experts were chosen "by the International Labour Office to carry

out the .survey in.selected countries of Asia, Africa and Latin America...

The., survey was carried out in twelve countries between the beginning of

September" 1962 and, the end of May 1964, starting with Asia. The( following

countries were covered: ., Africa - Cameroon, Ivory Coast, Mauritius,, Tanganyika;

Asia - Ceylon, India, Indonesia, Ma?.aya; Latin America - Colombia, Costa Rica,

Ecuador,., Peru, .. ... - _-,; + , -■ . . .■.■.-.-,■■■

The main objective of the survey;was to-provide information on the situa

tion in plantations as observed in the countries visited. The experts, while

taking into account the legislation of these countries, were instructed to

collect a range of information on various facets ofrworking and living condi

tions in the plantations." """ On "the basis q,f: "the'information collected, the Inter

national Labour Office prepared a report"" entitled "Plantation Workers - Condi

tion^ o£. Work.and Standards of Living", published in..I96& in the Studies and

Imports.Series*, ............. . ■-. .■ ; ! '

" ■*■■ ■!;■ . v .'.'■ ■■'"■■■ ■ , . . , \... -
- . Study tour-cum-seminar on nomadism, . .

... : ..." . USSR. 1966 - EPTA. ;' ; ',:

, The study tour lasted four weeks, of which the first- was spent in

Moscow studying, with the aid of lectures from Soviet-experts, various

aspects of the nomadic problem in Central Asia and Kazakhstan, including

the transition from nomadism to sedentarization and the present-day situation

of agriculture and transhuroance in these regions. A.week was then spent in

each of Kazakhstan and Kirghizia visiting collective and.state farms, and

the training centres, social welfare centres,; etc.,,. and examining the. various

institutional aspects of. the integration into the,wider, life of the Republic

of nomadic populations. This was followed by-a week-at the ILO headquarters

in Geneva for an exchange of views on what had been;.observed and drawing-con

clusions therefrom, as well as informing participants of relevant ILO acti

vities. .- , . ....

'..',[ . CSNTRAL, AFRICAN REPUBLIC- - UHDP Special Fund.project' i

..- -■'■'; - - ■.. ■ • ;■ -vocational training of rural artisans- ; ■ ■ ;" ■ ■-

The economy of the Central African Republic is primarily agricultural.

In most of the country traditional crop techniques are still employed. The

country's social arid econ'omic^.^ to a- great extent on
the dissemination of m'odernagricultural me'tTiods, as well as on the improve

ment pf rural living conditions. As,a: result, the Government of the Central

African Republic has.shown its. desire to implement,in:an effective manner,

its rural development programme, which-has high priority-in the 1969-1970

development plan.. ,-;- .- ... ■ ■--. , .r \ ■'?"■■:. ■■.-■' ' ■ ■■ ■ ~- '■■''"' ' ■ : ■ ■ '

In order to carry out this programme, it will be essential to give

vocational training to approximately 1,000 rural artisans in the next few

years. Such a training will provide each rural community with the services

necessary for the introduction of modern agricultural techniques, based on

draft animals, the ploughs and wagons. The Government has requested UNDP

and the ILO co-operation for this programme.
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Since the outset of this programme, the principal expert, in coflabora-■■
tion with the Co-operative Government Agency,:"tfce Ministry of Education, has
determined the project's operations.

Ten training centres, established with financial assistance from the

European Development Fund, have begun their activities. Pour hundred

trainees in the carpc--4ry'"SButTOTr; aa^d* 130-i-n^h-e- masonry^ -Section havo attended
these centres which were staffed- by 16" section-directors. . Moreover, refresher

courses for instructors have been organized, and the experts have been develop

ing appropriate training programmes and methods, , . . ,

Furthermore, a survey of the demand for rural, artisans in the; Central " ■
African Republic, has "been yarriad out; there are^Sarrently about 1,000 - .."'1>AS
1,500 rural-artisans whiclif means, considering the present possibilities of1'^

the pro;jeQtr that-training needs CQuld be met in Me next three years'. The l' '*
only problem remaining .4J3 the setting up of trained artisans in their own ;:"

workshops-. ;. .-,,;,,,, . .,.,-.

MALI - UHDP Special Fund project - Assistance in organizing

setting.up practical rural training centres

x\

1. By legislative,i action the Government of the Republic of Mali has ;

decided to reform,,.its, educational system'and reorganize its primary educata.6S(
syllabus to make agricultural training compulsory for. all primary schools in^~

areas wh.ere agricultural activities are predominant. The Government is, ■*-

therefore, anxious that primary education have an agricultural and rural

bias beginning the first year, ., ' . " '

The Government of_Mali hopes to provide practical training for all

primary sehooHeayers hot entering .the "second cycle. The, Government plans ^

to achieve, this objective by creating practical rural training centres
(COP = Centres a orientation practique) where young pepple will be given '

two years of practical training corresponding to the economic and social

needs of

2. ..The project's-goal is to provide echoolleaLve.ts, both boys and girls, -

with preliminary.training in agriculture and other rural trades to make it

possible for them to adjust easily to the community to :which they;"bel6rigi ' U; '

In.this manner,,jb.e centres will be adapted to the region, related to 't-

the environment, integrated into community and family patterns; they will-^-

respect and promote economic, social and human relationships in the community
and the family. The centres will therefore be slightly in advance of the

environment in both their physical characteristics and their training methods.

3. The training of instructors and the establishment of centres are

envisaged. A national agency responsible for the setting up and operation

of the centres will be attached to the Ministry of Education and will co

ordinate all aspects of instructor training and the establishment of the

centres. This central body will also be in chrage of the organization of

in-service training, refresher courses and seminars.
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4. 7,500 school leavers each year do not enter the second cycle of

primary school (sixth grade). In order to accommodate these school leavers

in rural training centres, it will be necessary to establish 125 centres .and

train 500 instructors. . Over a five-year peripd., this would" mean training

100 instructors and setting up 25 centres annually.. ■ . . . . ,

SENEGAL - UNDP (Special Fund)-prpject . .„ ..

rural vocational training programme ; . :

1, ; The Government of Senegal has undertaken a reorganization ,qf its. L

rural education system and the project constitutes the programme for,voca-

tional training in rural areas as part of this general reorganization. The
Ministry of Technical Education and,Senior ;Sfaff-Training was the govern-,

mental co-operating agency. The project was designed to support the . ■ .. . .

Government's attempts to promote-the development of rural populations ."by\ ■■

training a rural elite to serve as an example, to the surrounding community
and to^disseminate technical knowledge in their villages. The training

programme provides for the improvement of farmers and rural artisans and
the creation of a staff of rural home economics roonitrices in charge of

training for women living in rural areas.

2. After successfuI"i^r«^h^5sIoh"oF"fhe^m~^se oT'the project, "
it was decided to continue'the programme for another four years. ■ The^

project's activities as it developed required(decentralization of training

through the establishment of regional centres and the introduction,of ;
methods and programmes adapted to the particular- regions,where the.centres

are situated. A central advisory and control servipe will.-be1 .created to

assist the rural populationy- farmers, artisans, and women-alike, and to ..■■><

provide a much needed consolidation of training. , ■..- -

3. The second phase for th$.consolidation and, expansion of the project
began-on 1 January 1968; this-,p^Qgramme will .last four years and- -wfl^ ,,,,,

include eleven experts (390 .^-fftoj>tbs,),t. se.ven,fellowships, (30 man-mon^s)
and a total amount of $192,00,6 fiit

4. Since the outset of the programme^ the following trainingr:oentres ..

were created: an agricultural pilot centre at Guerina (Bignona-CasamanceJ,
a rural artisan training pilo.t,.c.en;tr-&-at Kaffrine,(Sine Saloum), an,.agriT
cultural training,centre at Ogq,,(Matam, ^Ser^egal-River),:,a national trailing_;;.
centre for rural home-economics,at Thies; a centre forrthe training of rural.0
artisans at Sedhiou (Casamance); and a centre in agricultural and artisan
training-at Missira (Eastern Senegal). The flatter,is th^ only, one where

agricultural and artisan training, is combined. . Six additional Qentr.eg
(three for the trainingj;of ifarmers:,and: three,for rural artis^s^vall be estab

lished during the-second:phase of the-project, . ■> :!i .vj : .;. ■
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r *Jt U"ited,Nations Po°d and Agriculture Organization (PAO) is in charge
of the technical administration of training for women, in accordance with
tne terms of a subcontract between i'AO and the ILO.

?* +Ti!+i0UltUral1,instnrlfct0r5' artiSan iostruotors and rural home economics
instructresses, who will replace the international experts at the end cf the

Jr:!";; bel:er trai"ed at the Gueri^ and Kaffrine pilot centres and at
the national centre m l'hies, m addition to the work being done there in

^ii"* n 7ZS'^artisans ^ ™«1 home economics monitrices. These
'^ Ji

n 7Z'^home economics monitrices. Thes

later! "'^ J"raining OentreB whioh tlw G°vernment is to

°f the traininS activities carried out under the programme, a

eS T^™ ** ^^ ± Called t d' ^ ^orlinate^PPt°graDIffieS T^™ ** ^^ ±S Called uPon to devie ^d ^flt^f+l the.^ainlKS methods a«d Programmes for the centres and to provide
the latter with various teaching aids.

and iS £ December 1968, 22 teaching staff (instructors and instructresses))
al !?°rae econoros monitrices were in train-

^f« .o^f \¥ere °Pened (June 1964), 306 farmers, 158 artisans
and 33 monitrioea. "ave boor, trained, a total of 497 persons and 45 teaching
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